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6 BIG Questions for the
new world of leadership

WE LIVE IN A WORLD OF
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EXPONENTIAL CHANGE
And what once worked
is now obsolete…
Can you imagine eating meat grown in a
laboratory? Can you imagine inhaling plastic
microbes equivalent to the weight of a credit
card each week?

Changing in the face
of change
We live in a time of exponential change yet our
education system lags at least decades behind.
In the fast paced world of today learning that is
not relevant, contextual and easily accessible is
not absorbed. It is time to ask ourselves new
questions and adopt new ways to ensure not
only are we future fit but we create future fit
leaders of tomorrow?

Can you imagine travelling 1600kms in just an
hour? Can you imagine walking out a store
with your bank account being debited for the
goods you’ve put into your bag, automatically?

“If we do not change the
way we teach, 30 years
from now, we’re going to
be in trouble,”
~ Jack Ma, founder of Alibaba
Group, China’s e-commerce
2
giant

THE FUTURE
IS
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ALREADY HERE

In 2015, 800 technology executives and experts from the information and
communications sectors were surveyed by the World Economic Forum to
assess what they believed the tipping points to be in 2025;

The majority of
these projected
tipping points
are already here
ahead of the
2025 projections
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LEADERSHIP ITSELF
4

NEEDS
TO

“And if you are not
leading change then you
are not leading
anything. You are
merely managing the
status quo”
~ Barbara Walsh, Metaco

A traditional approach to leadership doesn’t work as it’s typically
hierarchical, individualistic, heroic and siloed within a systemic
world. Typical leadership programmes based on this approach
often fail for reasons including;

7%

CLASSROOM ISN'T LIFE

10%

According to a
Mckinsey &
Company survey,
adults typically retain
just 10% of what they
hear in classroom
lectures.

CHANGE

UNADAPTABLE

CONSTANT CHANGE

Only 7 percent of
senior managers
polled by a UK
business school think
that their companies
develop global
leaders effectively.

Millennials today
don’t stay in one
position for long,
meaning 84% of
organizations expect
a leadership shortfall
within the next 5
years.

DOESN'T TRANSLATE

30%

84%

30 percent of US companies admit that they have failed
to exploit their international business opportunities fully
because they lack enough leaders with the right
capabilities. (This is despite the fact that in the US alone, 4
companies spent $15bn on leadership development.

SO HERE ARE 6

BIG
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QUESTIONS FOR A DISRUPTIVE WORLD
In June 2019, we surveyed 80 leaders from various
industries and organisations in Johannesburg to explore
both the plight and opportunities for leadership, learning
and people in the organisation as a potential catalyst for
change. With the future already in play we used the results
to pose some BIG questions to leaders…

46%
of leaders surveyed
believe culture &
people to be their
greatest challenge in
their role

1. WHAT WOULD WE
DO DIFFERENTLY IF
WE KNEW THAT
PEOPLE AND
CULTURE WERE THE
GREATEST
CHALLENGE TO OUR
ORGANISATION?

“What is the biggest challenge you face in your role?”
Disruptive Technology

The Economy
Dealing with uncertainty
Failing to keep up with demands
Bureaucracy & red tape

13%
5%
11%
5%
16%
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2. HOW CAN WE BECOME
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MORE AGILE

Change-Agility is defined as the ability
to quickly and effectively focus on new
challenges as they present themselves,
rapidly implement and integrate new
learning or practices, or even change
direction resourcefully within a short
space of time.

42% Culture & people

of leaders surveyed
foresee culture &
people to be their
highest priority over
the next 12 months

8% Relating
to teams

42%

Most organisations understand what their immediate
priorities are but what’s needed in today’s context of
change is to become more resilient in meeting both
the demands of today and the priorities for the future.
This requires a shift away from traditional change
management to adopt a Change-Agile approach.

8% Facing
uncertainty

“What is your highest priority as
an organisation over the next 12
months?”

35% Disruptive technology

IN MEETING OUR HIGHEST PRIORITIES?

FUTURE-FIT
& FUTURE PROOF OUR TEAMS?

3. HOW CAN WE
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41%
of leaders surveyed
believe they’re simply
reacting to
circumstances

11%
have a
5 year plan
somewhere

28%

9%

spend some
time looking
into
the future

actively
seek out
key
trends

11%
spend
significant
time
disrupting our
thinking

4. HOW DO WE INCREASE
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COLLABORATIVE
“Leaders today must be able
to harness ideas, people, and
resources from across
boundaries of all kinds. That
requires reinventing their
talent strategies and building
strong connections both inside
and outside their
organisations”

~Harvard Business Review

LEADERSHIP
TO AFFECT AGILITY
AND RESULTS?
“In the old world of silos and solo
players, leaders had access to
everything they needed under one
roof, and a command-and-control
style served them well. But things
have changed: The world has
become
much
more
interconnected, and if executives
don’t know how to tap into the
power of those connections, they’ll
be left behind…

How collaborative is your leadership team?

19%

32%

25%

18%

6%

OPERATE AS SILOED
LEADERSHIP OR ARE
OPERATIONALLY
FOCUSED

THEY WORK WITH
OTHERS
IF IT’S IN THEIR
BEST INTERESTS

THEY ONLY WORK
WITH
OTHERS TOWARDS A
LONG
TERM GOAL

THEY ACTIVELY SEEK
OPPORTUNITIES TO
WORK
TOGETHER
IRRESPECTIVE
OF BENEFIT

THEY EFFECTIVELY
CREATE SPACE FOR
COLLECTIVE THINKING
TO THE BENEFIT OF ALL
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5. HOW DO WE
NEED TO
CHANGE THE
WAY WE

APPROACH
LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT?
“We don’t develop
leaders, that ’s
their job”
27% of leaders surveyed

27%

believe it’s the job of their

leader to develop as a leader.

“How would you describe
leadership development in
your company”?

18%

22%

Have a
Leadership
Competence
Framework that
deals with
individuals

Develop
individual
leaders and
future
potentials

22%
Look to
develop
their leaders
with their
peers

11%
Actively
create
crossfunctional
teams
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6. WHAT NEEDS TO

SHIFT
IN OUR CULTURE?
“How does the culture in your organisation support your strategic objectives?”

11%

22%

41%

20%

7%
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The Darwinian Law of Organisational Change
L ≥ EC
Organisational Learning must equal or be greater than the speed of
environmental change

CHANGE THE GAME
MORE

